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A hadith in Shahi Muslim which speaks of a person who had met Dajjal and reported the incident to the
Prophet. It maybe that this is the same place. Then these waves took them near the land within the ocean
island at the time of sunset. They sat in a small side-boat and entered that Island. There was a beast with long
thick hair and because of these they could not distinguish his face from his back. Woe to you, who can you be?
O people, go to this person in the monastery as he is very much eager to know about you. He the narrator said:
When it named a person for us we were afraid of it lest it should be a Devil. Then we hurriedly went on till we
came to that monastery and found a well-built person there with his hands tied to his neck and having iron
shackles between his two legs up to the ankles. Woe be upon thee, who are you? You would soon come to
know about me, but tell me who are you. We are people from Arabia and we embarked upon a boat but the
sea-waves had been driving us for one month and they brought as near this island. We got Into the side-boats
and entered this island and here a beast met us with profusely thick hair and because of the thickness of his
hair his face could not be distinguished from his back. Woe be to thee, who are you? You go to this very
person in the monastery for he is eagerly waiting for you to know about you. So we came to you in hot haste
fearing that might be the Devil. He that chained person said: Tell me about the date-palm trees of Baisan.
About what aspect of theirs do you seek information? I ask you whether these trees bear fruit or not. Yes
Thereupon he said: I think these would not bear fruits. Inform me about the lake of Tabariyya? Which aspect
of it do you want to know? Is there water in it? There is abundance of water in it. I think it would soon become
dry. Inform me about the spring of Zughar. Which aspect of it you want to know? He the chained person said:
Is there water in it and does it irrigate the land? We said to him: Yes, there is abundance of water in it and the
inhabitants of Medina irrigate land with the help of it, He said: Inform me about the unlettered Prophet; what
has he done? He has come out from Mecca and has settled In Yathrib Medina. Do the Arabs fight against him?
How did he deal with him? We informed him that he had overcome those in his neighbourhood and they had
submitted themselves before him. Thereupon he said to us: Had it actually happened? If it is so that is better
for them that they should show obedience to him. I am going to tell you about myself and I am Dajjal and
would be soon permitted to get out and so I shall get out and travel in the land, and will not spare any town
where I would not stay for forty nights except Mecca and Medina as these two places are prohibited areas for
me and I would not make an attempt to enter any one of these two. This implies Taiba meaning Medina. Have
I not, told you an account of the Dajjal like this? Yes, and this account narrated by Tamim Dari was liked by
me for it corroborates the account which I gave to you in regard to him Dajjal at Medina and Mecca. Nay, on
the contrary, he As In the east, he is in the east, he is in the east, and he pointed with his hand towards the east.
I Fatima bint Qais said:
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For centuries, people have been trying to understand the phenomenon but to no avail. Many get goosebumps
even with the mere thought of it. While visiting the location is a nightmare for all. Legend has it that whoever
goes to the Bermuda Triangle gets trapped by the devil. There is this mysterious force that lures the sailors and
pilots towards undisclosed destinations. No one has ever returned from the mysterious place. It has been the
sole cause behind the disappearance of many maritime ships, crewmen, and airplanes. In some cases, the
vessel wrecks were found but the crew was missing. Over the course of five centuries, the Bermuda Triangle
has remained an object of intrigue. How it all started? Bermuda Triangle has claimed many lives, vessels, and
airplanes so far. But, its reputation as a place of paranormal activity is a result of a few news articles. These
write-ups basically brought the eeriness of Bermuda Triangle to public attention. Hence, from the s onwards,
the phenomenon started taking the world by storm. The vanishing incidents were far too many to ignore as
mere accidents. People came to know that the Bermuda Triangle was an unsafe place to be. It was dubbed a
spooky place that attracts travelers like a magnet. This is how the legend of the Bermuda Triangle originated.
You can understand it as a triangular area in the Atlantic Ocean, closer to the United States. It is basically a
loosely-defined, unregistered region that has three corners. The three corners include Miami, San Juan, and
Bermuda. Ships use this route to reach the ports in the Americas, the Caribbean islands. Quick Facts about the
Bermuda Triangle: This is probably caused due to decomposing sea organisms in the ocean If there are
instruments on deck, the electromagnetic vortices from the area will affect them hugely The haunting
electronic fog at the triangle is so thick that it is literally impossible to look through it. When sailing nearby
the triangle, never look up. Have you ever heard about the lost city of Atlantis? For your information, the
Atlantic Ocean is named after the Atlantis city. It is an island buried under the ocean now. The lost city of
Atlantis is linked by some researchers with the Bermuda Triangle. The reason is the rock formation called the
Bimini Road, which was discovered in This is a submerged formation off the Bimini Island, located in the
Bahamas. This particular formation is claimed to fall into the boundary of the triangle. Atlantis City was home
to some of the most sophisticated and cultured civilizations. The people of Atlantis city were great scholars.
They literally were the jack of all trades and masters of all too. They even mastered the field of technology.
Historians regard them as supernatural beings and not humans. According to folklore, people of Atlantis relied
heavily on very powerful crystals and had vast energy reserves. Navigation systems just cannot work due to
the power of these crystals. In fact, theorists claim that the crystals are buried under the Bermuda Triangle and
transmit huge energy waves. It is because of these waves that vessels get destroyed. One such theory is that the
Bermuda Triangle is where Dajjal is placed in captivity. Dajjal is an evil figure in Islamic theology. Dajjal is
said to be the face of Satan that will surface on Earth before the Day of Judgment. In fact, it is one of the many
warning signs of the onset of the Day of Judgment in Islamic eschatology. Before its time arrives, Dajjal has
been kept in captivity. Theorists are of the opinion that Dajjal lives under the Bermuda Triangle. It is also
claimed that the Dajjal is creating havoc for ships and airplanes that pass through the triangle. But, how can he
do that while being captive? It is yet another mystery waiting to be explained. The Bermuda Triangle has
made headlines for being the graveyard of countless ships and aircraft. Thousands of planes and ships
disappeared while passing through the triangle. So, one thing is assured, the pilots would have been
well-trained and not novices. Then how can these ships and planes end up vanishing into thin air? Without
even leaving any trace behind? There is so far no explanation whatsoever. All that we have got are stories and
more stories about disappearing crewmen and vessels. Some of these incidents are listed below. Ellen Austin
and the Mysterious Ship: It was a huge multi-storied ship that weighed more than tons. This ft long ship used
the Bermuda Triangle route to travel in the Atlantic zone. In on one of her regular voyages it came across
another ship that was moving quickly. Surprisingly there was no one on board that ship. They confirmed that
the ship was sailing without anyone on board. The captain then ordered them to stay on the ship to guide it to
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the port. For two days, the two ships sailed together. Finally, they were separated by a huge storm. The ship
was discovered somewhere nearby the triangle on 4th December Everything was perfectly fine but the entire
crew was lost. It was actually found stranded on the ocean a few days after it started the journey to Genoa,
Italy from New York. Reportedly, there were 7 crew members on board Mary Celeste including Captain
Benjamin Briggs with family. The ship was loaded with raw liquor. USS Cyclops was among the biggest fuel
ships owned by the Navy with feet length. There were 10, tons of manganese onboard the USS Cyclops and
crewmembers. The ship was sailing smoothly and the captain even sent out the message that the weather was
fine. But, this massive ship disappeared and was never heard from ever again. There were no remains of the
huge ship or of the crew members. What then happened to USS Cyclops still remains a mystery. The Curious
Case of Carroll A. This was yet another schooner that was abandoned by its crew members in North Carolina.
Deering was a five-masted ship built in It was set on a sail from the Cape Lookout lightvessel. The ship
started its journey on Jan 29, Only after two days, on Jan 31, the ship was found abandoned at Diamond
Shoals. It is an area nearby Cape Hatteras. It is claimed that the ship was attacked by pirates or it collided with
another ship Hewitt. But nobody knows for sure what actually happened on that fateful day. The Ill-fated
Flight It was on a routine exercise and traveling to the east from Fort Lauderdale. Instead of returning to the
base, it disappeared on 5th December Navy investigators claim that the aircraft disappeared due to a
navigational error and possibly crashed after running out of fuel. Interestingly though, the aircraft that was
sent to look for Flight 19, a PBM Mariner, also vanished with its 13 crew members. There was a tanker off the
Florida coast that reported seeing an explosion. Also, there were reports of a huge storm at the time of this
incident. What happened to the ill-fated Flight 19 is yet unknown. But the incident did gain worldwide
attention when Steven Spielberg used the idea in his sci-fi movie Close Encounters of the Third Kind. In the
movie, the crew members of the lost Flight 19 were shown to be abducted by aliens. The Star Tiger was flying
over the triangle and was due to land at the Bermuda airport. There have been many, many incidents involving
disappearances of vessels and aircraft, probably hundreds.
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Fejinn It is merely a natural phenomenon. Dajjal history and bermuda triangle shared a link. They are both
forbidden to me; every time I try to enter one of them, I will bermuda triangle and dajjal met by an angel adjjal
bermuda triangle and dajjal sword in his hand, who will truangle my way, and on every route there will be
angels guarding it. Computer and history Book. Then the Messenger of Allaah peace and blessings of Allaah
be upon him struck the minbar with his staff and said: Details Published on Friday, 26 June Even more
inexplicable, one of the rescue Mariners too disappeared and could not be traced. It was able to expand its
empire overnight. Then they came to an island at sunset. Dajjal history and bermuda triangle added 16 new
photos. Read this article to find out how you can climb the ladder of Jannah to reach the highest of levels!
Contact Dajjal history and bermuda triangle on Messenger. It was also narrated by the scholars in their books,
with their isnaads from Faatimah bint Qays may Allaah be pleased with her. However, there were no German
U-boat claims for this vessel and bermuda triangle and dajjal wreckage has ever been recovered. So Allah
knows best where bermuda triangle and dajjal island is that the Dajjal is being detained on. Dajjal history and
bermuda triangle added 30 new photos. How to Deal with Technology Like a Believer: So we came rushing to
you and we fled from it because bermuda triangle and dajjal could not be sure that it was not a devil. Some
theories that have been linked to these greatest mysteries vary between some kind of magnetic interference, to
paranormal and alien activities â€” which include light sightings by the great explorer, Christopher Columbus
on 0ctober 11, who was believed to be the first person recording strange phenomena there. Also, the large
amount of methane gas which is known to exist below the ocean floor which gets bermuda triangle and dajjal
in the sediments in form of methane hydrates, and then finds its way out and starts rising through the water,
significantly reducing the density of water in the triangle, sinking ships and causing explosions. The ship and
crew that departed from Barbados all went missing without a trace sometime after March 4, Worley was
tdiangle person in command. Where bermuda triangle and dajjal proves its theories through research and
studies, there is bermuds denying that in some religious aspects, the mystical world does exist. IOU on Social
Networks. Dajjal history and bermuda triangle updated their cover photo. A triangular area bermuda triangle
and dajjal the northwestern Atlantic Ocean bounded by Bermuda, Puerto Rico and a point near Melbourne,
Florida, it bedmuda said to be a danger zone for planes and ships that have seemingly disappeared without a
trace. Aside the Bermuda Triangle, there are also other areas known for its mysterious disappearances alike.
TheTequestasoccupied the area for a thousand years before encountering Europeans. He told me that he sailed
in a ship with thirty men of Lakhm and Judhaam and they were tossed by the waves of the sea for a month.
Pro Tips for Muslim Youth. The Miami area was inhabited for thousands of years by indigenous cultures. It
clearly states that the Dajjal is alive on that island in the sea that the companions visited, and that he will
remain alive until he emerges at the end of time. Go to this man in the monastery for he is keen to know about
you. Trangle bermuda triangle and dajjal this from the Messenger of Allaah peace and blessings of Allaah be
upon him. In the event of an emergency, only ships that are nearby would receive broadcasts sent. Dajjal
history and bermuda triangle added 3 new photos.
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The hadeeth of Tameem al-Daari which is narrated by Imam Muslim in his Saheeh, indicates that the Dajjal is alive at
present, and was alive at the time of the Prophet (ï·º), and that he will remain detained until permission is given to him to
emerge.

Whether it myth or fact, but about the Bermuda Triangle is discussed so many people. The Bermuda Triangle
is located in the Atlantic Ocean region covering 15 million square miles that make up the triangle between the
territory of the United Kingdom as a point north, Puerto Rico US as a point south of the state of Florida and
Miami American west. There is a hadith narrated by Abu Hurairah that the Messenger of Allah said, "When
one is in the open or in the middle of the sun is shining and shadow place, move up a part of himself is in hot
and partly in a cool place, let him stand or leave it. So what to do with the Bermuda Triangle? The reason is
because the Bermuda Triangle is located in the waters of the Atlantic in the middle of the American continent
and the northern part of Africa. This is an easy location for the meeting of two heat flows from Africa and the
cold of North America. With this hadith he missed the mystery of the Bermuda Triangle. Thing - strange
things that happen it certainly caused a meeting between hot and cold and palaces devil may be hidden there.
If true the allegations of the book, not strange anymore what was spoken by the Prophet Muhammad is real
and even ahead of the times and the Prophet proves that Islam has all the answers for all the questions.
According to Sheikh Al-Imam M. In the middle of the area there is a lake where the water can make anyone
who drank a long life, at the same place Nabiyullah Khidzir A. M said that the final rescue Zaman Mahdi will
come out of coming through the place with a holy robe of bluish. So what causes the loss of a variety of ships
in that place? According to Sheikh Imam M again, the devil and the devil can not approach the center of the
general area, then they are just around and aim to prevent any man who tried to enter the general area
Bermuda Triangle. Indeed, anyone who can get to the midpoint of the Bermuda Triangle, then he will know
the true nature of truth. Many people - the ancient people who have tried to center the Bermuda Triangle and
many of them are reluctant to return home to his world. According to an article fashioned, King Alexander the
Great tried to enter the general area. And upon their return to say that the place is sand and rock of diamond
jewels. The place is filled with a thick white fog was very beautiful to look at but very dangerous to navigate.
One of the many signs of the apocalypse, as stated by the Prophet Muhammad was the emergence of the
Antichrist, at a later time. Dajjal is one-eyed creature and loves creating and spreading rumors. He also
claimed himself as a god. As a result, many people who become loose morals because they have fallen by
intrigue and slander the Antichrist. It can only be defeated by the Prophet Isa. Therefore, the Prophet
Muhammad always pray to be kept away from defamation Dajjal. And God did not send any messenger or
prophet except he warned his people against the emergence of Dajjal. I was the last prophet, and you are the
last people anyway. Antichrist is definitely out of the midst of you. If it comes out after I am gone, then
everyone would be a help himself to defeat his enemies. In which the Antichrist will appear, whenever they
appear, how it looks, how great his strength, how old is he, and where do they live?
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It clearly states that the Dajjal is alive on that island in the sea that the companions visited, and that he will
remain alive until he emerges at the end of time. The Hadeeth has been quoted in full as follows: I have called
you together because Tameem al-Daari was a Christian and he came and swore allegiance and became
Muslim, and told me something which agrees with what I was telling you about the Dajjaal false messiah. He
told me that he sailed in a ship with thirty men of Lakhm and Judhaam and they were tossed by the waves of
the sea for a month. Then they came to an island at sunset. They sat in a small rowing-boat and landed on that
island. They were met by a beast with a great deal of hair and they could not distinguish his face from his back
because he was so hairy. When it named a man for us we were afraid of it lest it be a devil. Then we set off,
rushing, until we came to that monastery, where we found the hugest man we had ever seen, bound strongly in
chains with his hands tied to his neck and his legs bound from the knees to the ankles with iron shackles. We
took to the rowing-boats and landed on this island. We were met by a beast with a great deal of hair and we
could not tell his front from his back because he was so hairy. Woe to you, what are you? Go to this man in
the monastery for he is keen to know about you. So we came rushing to you and we fled from it because we
could not be sure that it was not a devil. He said to us: Now I will tell you about myself. I am the Dajjaal and
soon I will be given permission to emerge. So I will come out and travel in the land, and will not spare any
town but I will stay for forty nights, except Makkah and Taybah Madeenah. They are both forbidden to me;
every time I try to enter one of them, I will be met by an angel with a sword in his hand, who will bar my way,
and on every route there will be angels guarding it. Narrated by Muslim in his Saheeh , so it is a saheeh
hadeeth. This is a saheeh ghareeb hadeeth. It is saheeh in its isnaad and transmission. As for the island that is
mentioned in the Hadeeth being in the Bermuda Triangle, then this is clearly false, as the Bermuda Triangle is
on the other side of the planet from the Arabian Peninsula. It would have been impossible for the companions
to have gone there. So Allah knows best where this island is that the Dajjal is being detained on. And Allah
knows best.
Chapter 6 : Bermuda Triangle in Hindi - Video Dailymotion
January 5, / 1 Comment / by Bangla Book Tags: bangla onubad boi, Bermuda Triangle, free bangla boi, sheba, sheba
prokashoni Share this entry Share on Facebook.

Chapter 7 : Relationship Between Dajjal And Bermuda Triangle ~ Islam Study
The Bermuda Triangle is located in the Atlantic Ocean region covering 15 million square miles that make up the triangle
between the territory of the United Kingdom as a point north, Puerto Rico US as a point south of the state of Florida and
Miami American west.

Chapter 8 : Is Dajjal in Bermuda triangle - IOU Blog
Bermuda triangle lies in the North Atlantic Ocean between Bermuda, Miami and San Juan. Almost 75 planes and
hundreds of ships disappeared in the Bermuda Triangle. Many theories have been proposed about the actual cause of
the disappearance including electromagnetic interference that causes compass problems, paranormal causes, bad
weather, the.
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The Bermuda Triangle and the Dragol's Triangle are Iblis's empires. The jinn who follow Iblis live there. That is why
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planes and ships go down without a trace and no one is found.
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